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The hunting area
Kustanai, the province in the north-west of
Kazakhstan, is among the best hunting areas for the
Siberian roebuck among experts. In accordance with
our motto, we have successfully carried out a test trip
to the Karabalyk - Kustanai region in 2014. The high
expectations were fully met, and several hunters were
able to suck bucks of over 1,100 g and pole lengths
of 45 cm. Something to the region Kustanai, which
borders the Russian Kurgan in the north. With a sizeof 
many thousands of square kilometers, this province
is one of the largest in the Kazakh lowlands of the
country. The terrain is flat and variedly structured.
Extensive agricultural areas, meadows and forests
characterize this landscape. The Siberian Roe Deer,
which is very common here, feels well, is obvious.
There is abundant sowing, the numerous scattered
groves and forests provide sufficient protection and 

protection for the game. The hunting pressure is 
very low. The main species is the Siberian Roe 
deer,which by far exceeds the European cousins, 
both in body strength and in strength. The capitals 
of de roebuck have de panned venison weights, 
which can surpass 45 kg and even 50 kg. Until the 
end of the 1980s, the Siberian Roe deer was known 
to only a few foreign hunters. And it could only be 
hunted in Mongolia at that time. It was not until the 
fall of the USSR and the founding of independent 
countries that we were offered a whole host of new 
possibilities for this interesting game. In addition to 
the wellknown hunts in the Kurgan, Kustanai has 
become more and more important in recent years, 
due to the introduction of many world class trophies. 
The hunt for the Siberian roe deer in Kurgan has long 
been a proven standard program for our company.



The Siberian Roebuck:
There is hardly a more impressive trophy than 
that of a mature and capitalist Siberian roebuck. 
With a pole length of up to 45 cm, he himself 
surpasses the capitals from Hungary, southern 
Germany or Sweden. Characteristic for the Siberian 
roebuck are the long and strong main poles with 
partly enormous circumference, the pronounced 
roses and a sometimes strong pearls. In contrast to 
our domestic roe deer, the ‚Siberian‘ tends to the 
joy of the end. Eights, tens or even twelve are not 
uncommon. In 2014, one of our inns was able to 
score an odd 12 finish. The capital of Siberian reefs 
is said to have a horn weight of 1,000g. World class 
trophies are even more important. Weighing weights 
of over 1,400 g are documented. This shows that 
in no other region of Kazakhstan are stronger deer 
blocks than in the Kustanai, comparable to these 
capital deer blocks only with those from the Kurgan.
For hunting: 
Best hunting season is from mid-August to early 

September. Then the rut time and the roe deer are
very active to look for the rutting roe deer. In contrast 
to our domestic roe deer and due to the size of the in-
dividual districts one does not know in this region the 
patient sitting on a high seat. There is a lot of stalking 
and because you have to travel immense distances bet-
ween the different parts of the area, much is also dri-
ven by the off-road vehicle. However, the successes of 
the Kazakh gamekeepers are right. By car you are able 
to reach even the most remote areas and then stalk at 
the most promising places on the capital. Hunting is 
predominant in the early morning and evening hours. 
During the time of the rut, of course, a hunt for the 
„sloth“ is also announced. Who understands the art of 
leafing, should try it. It is true that only a few Kazakhs 
know the hunting of the hunt, but the many successes 
of European guest hunters are one more and more 
pleasure in this type of hunting.In the Kustanai hun-
ting in two hunting intervals. Once as described at the 
beginning of the leaf period from the end of August to 
the beginning of September and then in the autumn.
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From October you have good chances. At this time, 
most of the fields are harvested and the deer is 
retreating into the surrounding forests and groves. It
focuses on its well-known winter season. Numerous 
guest-hunters have been able to succumb to many 
f the capital during the autumn hunts. The now 
numerous abundant moose are unfortunately not 
yet huntable. But on Wolf and Keiler you can hunt 
as well. The wolf population is high and in the last 
ear a total of 15 wolfs during the season could be 
killed by guests. Our hunting areas are located in 
the Karabalyk region, 200 km northwest of the city 
Kustanai and can be reached in a two to three-hour 
drive. In order to ensure the success of our hunts, our 
Kazakh organizer invests a lot of money and time in 
the training of the stalkers. Because of the terrain, we 
often have to shoot at long distances, we recommend 
caliber with a stretched trajectory in the middle to 
upper performance range. Cartridges, e.g. The

6.5 x 68, .270 Win. Or also the different calibers of the
.300 group or similar are ideal for hunting. A good 
binoculars with 8- or 10-times magnification should
be there and for the exact response also a spottingscope.

The accommodation:
During your stay you will stay in a hunting camp or a
hunting lodge. The hunting lodges are generally well
developed and offer comfortable beds, toilets, shower
and a banja, the typical Russian sauna.The hunting 
camps are somewhat less luxurious, theyconsist of 
mobile cars and classic Mongolian yurts. Acommunity 
tent where the meals are taken is thecenter of the 
camp. Simple washing facilities, showerand toilet are 
outside, as well as a simple Banja. Dieselgenerators 
provide the necessary electricity and cozyis such 
an accommodation as well. The cooks knowhow to 
bring tasty and hearty Kazakh dishes to thetable.



Siberian Roebuck hunt at rut time in August
8 days of travel • 5 hunting days • 10 outings • accommodation including meals • interpre-
ter • hunting guide 1 : 1 • transfer from the airport to the area and back • pre-preparation 
of the trophies
per Hunter € 1.990,00
• Date 17. August      until  25. August 2024
• Date 24. August      until  01. September 2024
• Date 31. September until  08. September 2024 
• (-+ 1 day depending on flightplan)

Trophy fees:
Siberian Roebuck trophy weight:
up to         700 g  €  890,00
701 -         800 g  €   990,00
801 -         900 g  € 1.185,00
901 -      1.000 g  € 1.390,00
1.001 - 1.100 g  € 1.490,00
from 1.101 g  € 1.590,00
• License per Roebuck  €   390,00
• Veterinary certific. per Roebuck       €    60,00

Wolf  € 1.000,00
Tusker  € 1.000,00

Important NOTE:
In the Kustanai region the licensing system applies. The required number of licenses must
be purchased prior to travel. The license costs € 390.00 per roebuck. This amount will not be reimbursed.



Possible itinerary:*

• 1. Day:  Departure with Air Astana or Turkish Airlines to Nursultan (night flight),   
  Entry & import of weapons, onward flight to Kostanai.      
  (If no direct flight Hanover-Kostanai is possible)

• 2. Day: Arrival in the morning in Kustanai and drive to the hunting ground, test shot 
  and first evening stalk, dinner

• 3.-6. Day:  Early and evening stalking for Siberian roebuck 

• 7. Day:  Drive to Kostanai, weighing, measuring and packing of the Trophies,    
  Preparation of hunting protocols, issuing of veterinary certificates. 
    (Overnight stay in a hotel - not included in the price approx. 60€)

• 8. Day:  Departure in the morning to the airport and departure via Nursultan   
   (arms export) to the home airport*         
  Changes due to flight schedule changes possible at any time



Additional Costs:
• Flight Germany - Kustanai with Air Astana
• Processing fees, weapons import licence, registry  € 340,00
• VIP service/weapons handling at Astana Airport (recommended) per route € 120,00
• Yurt camp on request (1-3 beds per yurt) per yurt additionally € 750,00
• Alcoholic beverages, personal expenses, tips
• Additional overnight stays outside the hunting area (Hotel Kustanai approx. 50-70,00 €)
• Trophy transport, excess baggage

* Visa requirement for European citizens currently suspended for a maximum stay of 15 days
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